Security Scan

Swimming with sharks?
Scary stuff, or is it?

Globis Security Scans are structured as

In one month we measured over 1000

follows:

separate attacks against the Globis
corporate web server. This is not

Service Scan

unusual for a business using the Internet.

Service Scan checks the security of new
or existing applications. We look at the

The business consequences of a

business objective of the service, where

successful attack can be very serious.

the users are, and how the application

However, attacks will happen if you are

works. We scan the servers for

on the Internet, the question is: are you

vulnerabilities, and review management

prepared? The Globis Security Scan will

policy.

ensure that you are.
System Scan
How much security do I need?

This checks the security of components

Whether you are a government agency

for a larger system such as servers,

or a small web retailer, security is

firewalls, routers etc. A detailed review

always a compromise between cost,

of relevant policies and procedures is

functionality and safety.

also carried out.

The Globis Security Scan finds problems,

Corporate Scan

reviews policy, and helps you decide

This is a major corporate "health check"

how much security you need, and where

covering all aspects of an organisation’s

you need it.

information security management.
It allows policies to be defined, and

It does this at a price that is affordable

management procedures to be

and fixed, and with a realistic timescale

reviewed by IT directors. It is invaluable

based on your requirements and

preparation for a BS7799 audit or an

deadlines.

equivalent certification of all or part of
the organisation.
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External
people:10%

Disgruntled
employees:15%

Fire: 7%

The Globis Security Scan gives an

Application Lifecycle Support

independent and expert view of the

The Security Scan is one of the Globis

risks to your IT infrastructure. We look

Application Lifecycle Support suite of

at all aspects; hardware, software, policy

services.These services have been

and implementation.

developed to improve the overall design,

Flood: 5%

Other natural
disasters: 3%

delivery, and operational quality of any

Human
omission: 25%
Human
Error: 35%

This ensures you get real value from

corporate application.

your security budget by targeting it
A proven methodology

where it will have the biggest impact.

Globis Security Scans are carried out by

They are equally effective as a stand
alone service, or when employed as a

proven consultants with the relevant

Importantly, we are not bound by

complete suite covering the full lifecycle

professional expertise and multi-national

commercial ties to any particular

of an application.

experience.The consultant is dedicated

IT service or equipment providers.

to you throughout the scan, presents

Globis can also help you implement

the findings, and answers any questions

recommendations and run projects

regarding the recommendations.

should you so wish.

The Scans are based on the industry

Deliverables

standard best practice described in

• Copies of the client interview notes.

BS7799, in combination with many years

• A presentation of the results and

of experience working with international
companies, banks and governmental
organisations.

conclusions on the client premises.
• A hard copy report of the detailed
findings and recommendations.
• A CD containing all data.

Why Globis?
Many companies carry out security
scans, but most only focus on the
technical aspects. We believe that where
security is concerned you must consider
everything. Only 10% of attacks actually
come from external hackers, and many
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www.globis.net

scans@globis.net
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hazards are often overlooked.

